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Y junctions arising from dark-soliton propagation
in photovoltaic media
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We report the observation of planar Y-junction waveguide splitters that are due to the bulk photovoltaic effect.
The junctions are generated by multiple dark-soliton propagation in LiNbO3 by use of low power levels (20 mW)
and average intensities of 10 Wycm2 at 488 nm. The junctions persist in the dark and can be used to divide
input beams of less photorefractive sensitivity. We describe some possibilities for generating other waveguide
structures in bulk and thin-film media.  1996 Optical Society of America
Self-focusing of light that is due to optically induced
index perturbations arising in Kerr media1 has stimu-
lated three decades of investigation of spatial solitons.
A bright soliton, in which a beam of light propagates
without change in its transverse profile, occurs when
self-focusing that is due to a positive light-induced
change in the index of refraction balances diffraction.
Bright Kerr solitons are inherently unstable in three
dimensions2,3 but can be stable in two dimensions.4 A
dark soliton, in which a dark band, or notch, is su-
perimposed upon an otherwise uniform background
illumination, occurs when self-defocusing owing to
a negative light-induced index change balances the
diffraction of the notch. Although they were predicted
some time ago,5 dark solitons, which require an anti-
symmetric phase profile, were only recently observed
in Kerr media.6 The recent prediction of bright soli-
tons arising from electric-field-induced carrier drift in
photorefractive media7,8 and the observation of quasi-
steady-state bright9 and dark10 solitons as well as
screening solitons11 in these media is of interest be-
cause of the low light intensities required for self-
guiding to be seen. The further prediction of solitons
in photovoltaic–photorefractive media12 and the obser-
vation of dark solitons in photovoltaic LiNbO3 (Ref. 13)
are significant because external electric fields are not
required and the typically long dark lifetime of the
charge-induced index perturbations in LiNbO3 permits
their use as waveguides long after their initial creation
by soliton formation.13

The optical nonlinearity responsible for soliton for-
mation in photovoltaic–photorefractive media is due
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to the transport of an electronic charge, in which pho-
toexcited electrons generate photogalvanic currents
proportional to intensity and f lowing in the direction
of the c axis. This transport results in a space-
charge electric field, which, through the electro-optic
effect, induces an index perturbation capable of
supporting photovoltaic solitons. In, e.g., LiNbO3,
the photovoltaic effect results in negative index
perturbations, of the order of 1023 –1024, which are
capable of supporting dark solitons. These per-
turbations are frequently associated with optical
degradation in other nonlinear-optical applications14

and have been used for the formation of volume
phase holograms.15 For open circuit boundary
conditions the index perturbation is expected to
be proportional to I ysI 1 Idarkd, in which I is the
intensity and Idark is the dark irradiance equal to
the intensity required for a photoconductivity equal
to the dark conductivity.12 The width of planar
solitons is expected to vary inversely with the square
root of the intensity for intensities smaller than the
dark irradiance and to vary approximately with the
square root of the intensity for intensities greater
than the dark irradiance.12 Although the features
of solitons of on-background beams of f inite extent
in Kerr media are consistent with those of ideal
solitons,16 observations of photovoltaic solitons on
finite background in LiNbO3 have not been fully
consistent with the expected intensity dependence
and remain a topic of continuing research.13

In addition to bright and dark solitons, the latter of
which may be black or gray, self-guiding and multisoli-
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tonlike structures may evolve from a variety of input
amplitude profiles. These structures include soliton
collisions, in which two solitons cross as they propagate
through a medium. Dark solitonlike structures typi-
cally evolve form dark regions, in a diffraction pattern
displaying rapid phase changes that locally approxi-
mate odd symmetry.5,17 Photovoltaic solitons leave be-
hind index perturbations that persist in the dark, and
these perturbations can be used to guide beams at
wavelengths less sensitive to the photorefractive ef-
fect.13 The selection and generation of an appropriate
input amplitude profile permit the generation of mul-
tiple interacting solitons. A particularly significant
example is the Y junction, in which an appropriate am-
plitude produces a dark notch that splits into two di-
verging dark structures. Such structures have been
realized in Kerr media.18

We report here the observation of planar Y junctions
in photovoltaic LiNbO3 whose intensity profiles vary in
one transverse dimension. The Y junctions persist in
the dark and can be used to distribute a second beam
into two waveguides. We form a pair of dark struc-
tures by using the experimental arrangement of Fig. 1,
which consists of a nominally undoped sample of con-
gruent LiNbO3, a 0.5-mm copper wire, and a telescope
to image the collimated beam onto the front crystal sur-
face. All measurements are performed at room tem-
perature. The beam propagates perpendicular to the
crystalline c axis. The polarization and the gradient
of the planar amplitude profile are parallel to the c
axis. Observation of scattered light normal to the di-
rection of propagation allows us to observe the spatial
evolution of the incident beam from the side of the crys-
tal. These side views are detected by a CCD array and
captured by a computer-controlled frame grabber.

Placing an opaque notch, in this case a strip of wire,
on a smoothly varying background beam generates
a large number of dark diffraction lines that diverge
on propagation. We filter the beam in the central
focal plane (Fourier plane) of the telescopic system so
that only two diffraction lines remain, and we image
the f iltered strip onto the front surface of a sample
LiNbO3 to produce a narrow dark notch with a full
width at half-maximum of ,20 mm. The power of
the notch-bearing beam (of 488-nm wavelength) is
20 mW, with an average intensity of 10 Wycm2 at
the front surface of the crystal. Before formation of
the index perturbation the initial notch diffracts into
two dark notches that diverge from each other and
further diffract into wider notches at the exit surface
of the crystal. The side-view profiles in Fig. 2(a)
illustrate unperturbed propagation, in which the two
dark notches are not easily distinguished. After the
refractive-index variation forms (after 30 min), the
notches continue to diverge, but each one narrows
within the first few millimeters of the medium and
maintains a relatively uniform profile through the
remainder of the medium; the widths of the trapped
dark notches are ,15 mm, and the divergence angle is
,0.5 mrad.

The waveguides associated with the trapped dark
notches remain in the absence of illumination and can
be probed by a second beam. We introduce a probe
beam (of 514-nm wavelength) into the path of the f irst
beam after the wire in Fig. 1 and launch it into the
Y junction. The probe beam is of a power comparable
with that of the writing beam to generate sufficiently
strong scatter profiles. We illuminate the sample
for relatively brief time intervals (seconds) to avoid
significant erasure of the index perturbation during
data acquisition. The structure of the Y junction
divides the incident light and directs a significant
portion into each of the two waveguides generated by
the dark structures, as illustrated in Fig. 2(c).

We can evaluate the data in Fig. 2 quantitatively
by examining intensity profiles taken from the im-
ages. Because we are imaging coherent volume
features in the medium, the profiles represent not an
image plane but instead an average of light scattered
by the full width of the propagating background
beam. The profiles of the initial diffraction pattern
corresponding to Fig. 2(a) are shown in Fig. 3(a),
illustrating divergence of the two dark structures and
significant diffraction of each. The intensity profiles
after formation of an index perturbation as in Fig. 2(b)
are shown in Fig. 3(b), illustrating continued relative
divergence but self-guiding in each dark structure.
The profiles of the interaction of a probe beam with
the index perturbation, corresponding to Fig. 2(c), are
shown in Fig. 3(c), illustrating the division and guiding
of the launched beam.

Higher-order fan-in and fan-out structures can be
achieved through appropriate spatial filtering. Alter-

Fig. 1. Experimental arrangement.

Fig. 2. Properties of an even-amplitude dark prof ile
launched into a 1 cm 3 1 cm 3 5 cm sample of congruent
LiNbO3. The diameter of the background 488-nm beam
is ,0.6 mm, and the average intensity is ,10 Wycm2. A
mosaic of the side view of the 488-nm beam with an
intensity step is shown (a) for the initial condition before
formation of an index perturbation and (b) after formation
of the index perturbation. A corresponding mosaic of the
side view of a separate 514-nm beam launched collinearly
to the 488-nm beam is shown (c) as it is divided and guided
by the Y junction left behind by 488-nm illumination. The
images are obtained at 5-mm intervals.



Fig. 3. Profiles of a Y junction launched into a 1 cm 3
1 cm 3 5 cm sample of congruent LiNbO3. The diameter
of the background 488-nm beam is ,0.6 mm, and the
average intensity is ,10 Wycm2. Prof iles of the side
view of the 488-nm beam with an intensity step are
shown (a) for the initial condition before formation of an
index perturbation and (b) after formation of the index
perturbation. A corresponding mosaic of the side view
of a separate 514-nm beam launched collinearly to the
488-nm beam is shown (c) as it is divided and guided by the
Y junction left behind left behind by 488-nm illumination.
The profiles are obtained at 5-mm intervals.

Fig. 4. Side view of an X junction showing complex
nonlinear-optical interaction at 488 nm (,3 Wycm2). The
images are obtained at 2.5-mm intervals and show a width
of 2 mm.

natively, repositioning of the focusing optics allows
dark features to collide within the medium to gener-
ate an X junction (Fig. 4). Before steady state, the
features are essentially symmetric about the junction,
so each dark strip converges and then diverges after
collision; after steady state, the dark notches propa-
gate without diffraction but continue to diverge from
each other.

We have demonstrated the use of photovoltaic–
photorefractive LiNbO3 as a medium in which non-
trivial waveguide structures can be generated through
nonlinear physical optical means at lower power
levels. Two-dimensional transverse confinement can
be achieved by generation of similar structures in
slab waveguides. The dark decay is expected to be
commensurate with the decay time for holograms in
LiNbO3, which can be of the order of months to years.
The lifetime under illumination is longer at longer
wavelengths, but with continuous illumination at most
visible wavelengths the index perturbations eventually
decay. The index perturbations can be intentionally
erased by uniform illumination at the writing wave-
length; the erasure rate is proportional to intensity.
Fixing techniques such as those used in photorefractive
media19 can be adaptable for use in fixing waveguides
generated in this manner. Equally important is the
July 1, 1996 / Vol. 21, No. 13 / OPTICS LETTERS 945

identification of interacting waveguide structures
that can be achieved with these techniques and the
amplitude profiles required for achieving them.
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